DOCK SIZES & LAYOUTS

WEDGES

Make that perfect
corner while
adding safety and
beauty to your
system. Wedges
are available in
2’, 4’ and 6’.

SHORE-END RAMPS

Adjustable, pivoting shore-end
ramps give you the ultimate
approach and additional length
for less money.

DOCK SECTIONS/SUNDECKS

DOCK
SHOREWAY

Provides the flexibility
of a shore end ramp
with the look of a dock
section. Can be used
with or without wheel
kits.

These sections can be used for going straight
out as well as making “L” shapes, slips or
sundecks. Placing two 4’ x 12’ or 4’ x 16’
sections side by side gives you an excellent
option for a double-wide sundeck that can be
handled as two independent sections during
installation and removal.
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ROLL-IN DOCKS

SUNDECKS

A 4’ x 8’ sundeck can be used on the side of a straight section to
create an 8’ x 8’ sundeck. An 8’ x 8’ section used on the side of a
straight section creates an 8’ x 12’ sundeck. 8’ x 12’ and 8’ x 16’
sections can be used either at the end of a straight section or off
to the side to create a sundeck.

FLOATING DOCKS

RAMPS

12’ shore-end ramps are available in 3’, 4’, 5’
& 6’ widths. 9’ ramps are 8’ wide. Truss style
ramps are also available for floating docks.

WEDGES & SUNDECKS

Other standard floating dock
components include 48” wedges
and 8’x8’ decks.
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SECTIONAL DOCKS

DOCK SECTIONS

FLOE floating dock sections are available in the following lengths: 16’, 20’ & 24’.
Each of these lengths is available in the following widths: 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’ & 8’.

LAYOUT SAMPLES

Shown here are just a fraction of the systems that you can create with FLOE’s modular components.
See your FLOE dealer or use our Design-a-Dock™ program to create the perfect dock system.

Wedge

All sections work for:
• Main walkways
• Sundecks
• Slips
• Shore-end ramp

FLOE’s modular engineering allows you
to simply configure sections and add
components where and when you want
them, without any welding or drilling.
You can get a custom system without the

Create any dock you desire...

custom cost!

Add components as your needs grow. Layout designs are endless...

